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 The Signs of the Times
Taking Stock amidst Chaos
Well, none of us signed up for this crisis, did we? Obviously, we are in unprecedented times in society and as a church, at least in our lifetimes (but this probably
isn't the best time to start telling stories about the Black Plague).
First and foremost, we need to place our priorities on safety and caring for those
who are most in need. As our leaders are telling us, social distancing is essential
to slowing the spread of COVID-19 so people who are most at risk do not catch
it. We need to reach out to those who are isolated, vulnerable, and scared, and we
need pray for everyone involved, including public servants and health workers.
Even in the most difficult times, the Holy Spirit can break through and do something new and amazing. We may see it in new neighborhood connections that
form, as a family shops for the elderly neighbor next door. We may see it in greater
compassion for those on the margins of society, or in unexpected kindness in the
aisles of an emptying grocery store.
While none of us would have wanted this crisis situation, I have to wonder if
something new could break through in our parish families, who are being holed
up in fear in a situation not entirely different from the disciples in the Upper
Room 2,000 years ago.
Many of us have lamented how parents are not passing on faith to their own children, and how they rely too much on us as parish leaders to do it for them. Well,
now we somehow find ourselves in a situation in which we can't do it for them, at
least for a while. How might the Risen Christ enter through the locked doors and
stir things up?

First Things First
The coronavirus situation requires some immediate attention. People are fearful,
confused, and often cut off from their faith community. We have written two free,
downloadable, bilingual handouts to offer guidance and reflections during this
time:
▶ A Faith Response to the Coronavirus

Find these free resources
at http://bit.ly/faithcoronavirus and help us
spread the word about
them!

▶ Faith-fully Navigating Coronavirus with Your Kids
If you haven't already, we recommend that you make these available to your people as a first step.
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Shelter in Place
I am writing right now from my home office in the San Francisco Bay Area, in
the Oakland Diocese, where a shelter-in-place order has been declared starting at
midnight tonight. Residents are urged to stay in their homes—except for visits to
grocery stores, pharmacies, hardware stores, and banks—through at least April 7.
Situations may vary, and the circumstances are changing fast. If you are not already
experiencing cancellations of schools, Masses, and religious education programs,
they may be headed your way soon.

The View from Home
So what is the situation in the homes of our parish families? Pretty bonkers, from
what we've heard.
▶ Some parents are trying to somehow work from home, while others are without work (for at least a time). Still others, such as those in the medical field, are
trying to arrange for childcare so they can work outside the home.
▶ Some schools are sending home classwork to be completed at home, but teachers are throwing things together on the fly. Some parents are going into full
homeschooling mode, while others are trying to juggle supervision with their
work.
▶ Cooped up at home, some of the kids are bouncing off the walls, while parents
try to cope. Some parents are setting schedules to try to provide some structure
and reduce the chaos. Some have given up hope for this.
▶ Many parents are anxious about shopping, putting food on the table, keeping
their kids' hands clean, and just getting through to tomorrow.
▶ Without access to Mass or religious education, many parents have no idea what
they should be doing with their kids right now regarding their faith.

Getting Serious about the Domestic Church
The church teaches us that the family is the "domestic church," a cell that makes
up the larger church. The family is almost like a miniature parish. We never imagined it coming to this, but we're about to test out this model. Many of our families are now on their own, except for whatever support or guidance we can offer
online, by phone, or through postal mail.
But there is a silver lining here. We have been forced into a situation where we
need to coach and empower these parents to share faith with their own kids, or else
it's not going to happen at all.
The classroom and textbook model wasn't working very well for us anyway, was
it? We've been seeing generations of young Catholics dropping out of the church.
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The studies that we commissioned to find out why this was happening have told
us that what matters most is the role parents play in talking about and prioritizing
the faith.
It turns out that our theology is right: parents are the primary teachers of their
own children, whether we like it or not. However good we are as catechists, we
will always be substitutes.
So let's get coaching!
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 Coaching Parents from a
Distance
Partnering with Parents
As you may know, coaching parents is the central focus of our Growing Up Catholic ministry. I regularly speak about the topic at conferences like the Los Angeles
Religious Education Congress and diocesan events. We are constantly creating
resources to equip leaders like you to be a good coach.
For a more comprehensive
introduction to a whole
family approach, see our
free Why Coach Parents?
Resource Kit and other
getting started tools at
https://pastoral.center/
family-catechesisplanning

We talk about three methods of partnering with parents: through whole family
catechesis events (in-parish events where parents and their kids work together in
the same room), parent sessions (in-parish events where parents gather together
with their kids elsewhere), and send-home resources. We put most of our emphasis
on the first two options, when we can coach in-person.
There's a reason for that, and I'm not going to lie about it. It is very difficult to
motivate parents to take action at home. Families have overbooked schedules and
so many distractions. It's also difficult to coach someone from afar. So we usually
only recommend using send-home resources to reinforce what is already being
done in the parish.

What's My Motivation?
We find ourselves in a situation that we haven't been in before, so let's think things
through a bit.
As church leaders, we may be concerned that children will not be experiencing
faith formation for an extended period of time (only God knows when things will
return to normal). We may also be concerned that families are unable to attend
Mass.
Are most parents as concerned as we are about this? It's unlikely. We have a hard
enough time getting some of them to Mass or religious education when the parish
is open! Plus, they have more immediate concerns, like figuring out how to occupy
Timmy before he starts jumping on the couch and knocks over the lamp again.
Sometimes we try to force or guilt families to come to class or Mass, but that's
definitely not going to work in this situation. The parents will need to want to do
this.
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What Do Parents Need Right Now?
We have a very unique opportunity here. We have a bunch of bored kids stuck at
home with parents who don't know what to do with them. If we could give them
some fun, interesting, meaningful faith-based activities, I think we have a decent
chance of some families using them.
They can't be just any resources. They need to be:
▶ Downloadable/online. Hopefully you have email addresses for your families,
because that is likely your best mechanism for regularly delivering resources
to parents. You could send a postal mailing that requests email addresses, but
sending resources that way is time-consuming and expensive. Email communication will also give you the ability to prompt parents proactively. Relying on
them to take the initiative to check your parish website will not be effective.
▶ Engaging and fun. You will need to convince parents that the activity will be
worthwhile, and if it's not, you probably will not get a second chance. They
don't have to do this, and they won't unless it serves them well. We need to
think more like Vacation Bible School than math class.
▶ Easy to follow. Parents don't have time to do much preparation, and they will
not have the concentration to follow complex instructions. Ideally, it will include simple, step-by-step instructions that guide them through. We also have
to be realistic about what materials they will have available at home.
▶ Relational. The whole point of bringing faith into the home is to evangelize,
so that all family members are being brought closer to Christ and the church.
And the best way to make sure faith is passed on to younger generations is to
encourage faith conversation between parents and their children.

Shifting Our Role
As the parent shifts into the role of catechist, we shift into the role of coach. This
means we will need to develop some new skills and set some new priorities.
In this particular situation—from a distance—we need to become curators of activities that parents can use. Parents don't have time to scour the internet for their
own activities, so make it as easy as possible for them. It's fine to point to helpful
websites for those with a little extra motivation, but parents will appreciate specific
recommendations. We need to offer various options that will serve different ages
and learning styles.
We also need to be influencers and motivators, getting parents excited about what's
in it for them and helping them believe that they can do it. I know you may not
have gotten into this ministry to be a salesperson, but that's a lot of what evangelization comes down to.
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 At-Home Activities
Growing Up Catholic
If we're going to send resources home, we don't have a lot of time to put them
together. We need to send them home now.
You can browse all of the
resources in this family
at https://pastoral.center/
growing-up-catholic-library

Well, you're in luck! Our Growing Up Catholic family of resources was designed
to coach parents to pass on faith to their children through an activity-based approach, and they are almost all downloadable & reproducible (some have an option to buy as paperback with free downloads). We generally charge a reasonable
lifetime flat license fee per resource, which allows your parish or school to share
them with an unlimited number of families.
You don't have to use our resources, but you can at least find inspiration from
them. Some were designed specifically for use in a parish whole family catechesis
setting, with parents working through the activities with their children, so they're
a great option to send home. Some will require some adaptation or explanation in
order to send them home.

PDF Tools
One technical tool that you may want to have at your disposal is a simple PDF
editor. Most downloadable resources that are designed for printing are made available in PDF format. Usually you would print just the pages you need, but you may
want to send only certain pages home to parents. In that case, you can use a tool
to either "extract" only the pages you want (creating a new PDF file) or copy the
original file and delete all other pages.
A number of free PDF editing tools are available online. Some allow you to edit
a PDF file through your web browser, while others are desktop applications. Try
searching for "free pdf editor" to find some options. If you need help figuring this
out, check in with someone at your parish who is more technically savvy.

An Example: St. Patrick Activities
You can preview pages
from this resource, learn
more, and purchase at
https://pastoral.center/
experience-the-saints-1
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The month of March is the perfect time to celebrate and learn about St. Patrick,
and we have the perfect tool to do so. Experience the Saints is a downloadable activity-based resource. It comes in four volumes, each with three saints. It includes
eight activities per saint, each based on a different learning intelligence. It comes
with step-by-step handouts written for parents to follow. While not all activities
may be good options to send home or specific ages, you have plenty to choose
from.
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In addition to the biography and overview, here are the eight activities:
▶ "Ask, Seek, Knock" Action Story - By re-telling a Bible story (Luke 11:9-13)
through rhyme and motions, participants will understand the importance that
Jesus, as well as Patrick, placed on the power of persistent prayer.
▶ "I'm Going to Ireland" Game / Shamrocks & Snakes Gummi Snacks - By
working together, participants will relate events from Patrick’s life through a
cooperative game and enjoy a gelatin snack to celebrate their achievements.
▶ Stitched Book of Prayers - By compiling a handmade book, participants will
reflect on the prayers of Saint Patrick.
▶ Trinity Symbol Triptych - By following directions to select and organize images in a triptych, participants will demonstrate their understanding of Saint
Patrick’s teachings on the Trinity.
▶ "Prayer for Peace" Sign & Song - By learning and performing rhythmic
movements to David Haas’s “Prayer for Peace,” participants will further appreciate and interpret the meaning of “The Breastplate of Saint Patrick.”
▶ Celtic Cross Solar Print - By using elements found in nature to develop a
symbolic picture, participants will recreate Saint Patrick’s methods for sharing
the Christian message.
▶ First Person Minstrel Story -By experiencing a first person narrative, participants will learn biographical information regarding Saint Patrick and connect
the events of his life to a related Bible story (Luke 11:9-13), and to the importance of prayer.
▶ Metal-Tooled Celtic Cross - Through the creation of a metal-tooled, Celtic
cross, the participants will associate the shape with the meaning of the traditional Irish symbol. They will also make further connections by relating the
Celtic cross to Patrick’s religious teachings.
These seem like the right kinds of activities to equip parents with so that they
can occupy their bored kids and bring faith to the forefront. They may not all
be perfect, but some make speak more to certain families or age levels. The resource weaves conversation points through the activities,
so that there's a chance for families to talk through the
faith meaning behind the actions.
Some of the crafts in this series are rather advanced, which
has its pros and cons. On the one hand, they are more
complex, requiring preparation and sometimes uncommon supplies. On the other hand, when the crafts are a
step or two above black line masters, that makes them
more engaging and interesting. And some handy (and
bored) parents may be more inclined to get into these activities if there is some small way that a power tool could
be involved. We have listed options for simplification
where possible.
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Downloadable Resource Options
Below we've listed some top options from our Growing Up Catholic catechetical library (https://pastoral.center/
growing-up-catholic-library). All are downloadable and sharable. All are based on short activities that parents can teach
themselves. All are sold with a lifetime parish license. All are delivered by email within the day of your order.
All are organized and ready to go! Extensive online previews are available for each resource. Just follow the link
under each title.
Experience the Saints: Activities for Multiple Intelligences (4 volumes)
https://pastoral.center/experience-the-saints
Sold in four volumes, with three saints per volume. Eight activities provided per saint
(one for each learning intelligence). Includes step-by-step parent instruction sheets.
You may need to provide extra coaching to parents for setup, as it assumes leaders
will do preparation for using these in a parish session.
Each volume costs only $14/parish. All four volumes are $42/parish.
Seeing Jesus: Social Justice Activities for Today Based on Matthew 25
https://pastoral.center/seeing-jesus-eresource
Sixty learning activities focused on serving those in need. Includes reproducible
handouts and general instruction sheets. Some instructions will assume a group
setting or single instructor, but can easily be adapted. The learning extends into a
broader exploration of social issues, as found in Matthew 25.
Download costs $24/parish. Download + Paperback costs $29.70.
Fall Learning Centers for Whole Family Catechesis (in English & Spanish)
https://pastoral.center/fall-learning-centers-for-whole-family-catechesis-eresource
While designed for use in the fall months, the content is fairly general purpose. The
resource provides three sessions, with seven activities each. One set of activities is on
Mary the Mother of God, one on "Living the Beatitudes," and one on giving thanks
to God. Includes step-by-step parent instruction sheets.
Download costs $14/parish/language.
Lenten Plans for Busy Families
https://pastoral.center/lenten-plans-for-busy-families
Designed for use at the beginning of Lent, it is a great way to help families focus on
the season at home. In addition to introductory talking points, it includes four activities. Includes step-by-step parent instruction sheets.
Download costs $15/parish/language.
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Praying by Number: Creative Prayer Lessons & Activities (2 volumes)
https://pastoral.center/praying-by-number
Forty learning activities focused on prayer, spread across two volumes. Each activity is
somehow themed based on the chapter number. Includes reproducible handouts and
general instruction sheets. Some instructions will assume a group setting or single
instructor, but can easily be adapted.
Download costs $16/parish/volume. Download + Paperback costs $21.60/volume.
Know Chocolate for Lent: Formation for Kids & Families
https://pastoral.center/know-chocolate-for-lent-kids
This resource uses the growing and manufacturing process of chocolate as a metaphor
for the growth of faith and discipleship in the Christian life while guiding participants through Lent, Holy Thursday, Good Friday, and Easter Sunday. It is organized
by the week, but families could play a bit of catch up. It may take a bit of extra adaptation, but it is an engaging approach that will grab families' attention.
Download costs $18/parish.
God's Family Tree: Catechesis for Lent & Holy Week
https://pastoral.center/gods-family-tree
This resource teaches the story of salvation through Lent and Holy Week. It is organized by the week, but families could play a bit of catch up. It may take a bit of extra
adaptation, but it is an engaging approach that will grab families' attention.
Download costs $18/parish.

LearningCycles: Creative Activities for Teaching about Our Faith
https://pastoral.center/whole-family-learning-cycles
This family of resources offers ideas and activities based on different themes. Each
unit generally includes seven "workshops": Art, Story & Games, Drama & Activity,
Music, Kitchen, Movie, and Publishing. It will require some adaptation to pull out
individual ideas/activities for use by parents, but there are many option well-suited
for at-home use.
Download costs $9/parish/unit, or $129 for all 24 units.
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Guidelines for Using Downloadable Tools
Whether you use one of our resources or other activities in your toolbox or from a
favorite website, here are some tips and recommendations for making them useful
for parents at home.
▶ Make it easy and clear. Do as much work as you can to smooth the way for
parents. If possible, create pages with numbered steps as if it is a recipe.
▶ Make it active. Yes, you can point families to online videos that teach aspects
of the faith, but parents will probably leave the room and it will put children in
a passive role. That's fine as far as it goes, but it is not whole family catechesis,
and it will have a limited effect in truly passing on the faith. What we most
want is for both children and parents to be in active roles, having meaningful
conversations. You may have to add in some of those conversation prompts.
▶ Don't overwhelm parents. It will be a challenge to deliver the right amount
of content, as some families will be lucky to do one activity, while others may
be desperately looking for activities to fill their days. Find a way to "stage" your
offerings so you can serve them all. Perhaps you can identify an option for "if
you can only do one activity/session this week." Offer additional options for
those looking for something more. But offer parents a prioritized list with your
best idea on top.
▶ Ask and listen. We will need to be humble and admit this is uncharted territory for all of us. We need to check in with parents to learn what is most
helpful to them. Be available to listen and learn what they need. They are the
catechists. The insights we gain from this time could turn out to be incredibly
helpful for our ministries in the long run!

More Resources for Online Faith Formation
▶ John Roberto of Vibrant Faith offers a helpful document on "Moving Faith
Formation Online" at http://bit.ly/moving-faith-formation-online.
▶ The Strong Catholic Family Faith website, sponsored by the National Conference for Catechetical Leadership (NCCL) is a great resource with many
tools: http://catholicfamilyfaith.org
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 Sunday Worship
When We Can't Gather to Worship Together
As so many dioceses have had to cancel Sunday Masses, we have been caught off
guard as a church. What should families do instead? We need to give our people
some guidance.
One thing is for sure: we need to be creative, like the Italian priest who asked his
parishioners to email him selfies, which he printed out and taped to the pews, so
he wouldn't be so lonely when presiding. See video at http://bit.ly/mass-selfies.
We see this situation as a HUGE opportunity to help families own their faith.
Let's think this through:
▶ Many families are cooped up in their homes, without much to do. They are
bored. In some, kids are bouncing off the walls.
▶ Most cannot attend public Mass or any other church services or events.
▶ Families are anxious, confused, and worried. Most of us have an even greater
need for prayer at this time.
▶ It's Lent, for heaven's sake!
▶ Many parents are not comfortable leading their families in prayer. They have
not been equipped or coached well to do so.
▶ The best way to learn how to do something is to DO it (with a little coaching
support).
What if the Holy Spirit could somehow use this mess we're in to teach families
how to pray together?

But Shouldn't Families Watch Mass Online or On Television?
Here is what the Catechism of the Catholic Church, quoting canon law, states:
If because of lack of a sacred minister or for other grave cause participation
in the celebration of the Eucharist is impossible, it is specially recommended
that the faithful take part in the Liturgy of the Word if it is celebrated in the
parish church or in another sacred place according to the prescriptions of
the diocesan bishop, or engage in prayer for an appropriate amount of time
personally or in a family or, as occasion offers, in groups of families.
Catechism of the Catholic Church, #2183
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We are certainly within "grave cause" territory, and the social distancing demands
to keep our communities safe keep us from gathering in a church, other sacred
space (with the exception a home), or as groups of families. "Participation in the
celebration of the Eucharist" clearly refers to in-person presence (when that is possible). In-person worship is the priority, whether it is Mass or not.
There is nothing wrong with people watching Mass remotely, and it is wonderful
that the gift of technology makes this available. Some who are homebound watch
Mass in this way regularly. At this time (if your parish has the technical capabilities
to live stream), this is a way for a parish to remain connected and in solidarity and
to hear a common message. It's a particularly good option for an individual living
alone.
(Note: If your parish is choosing to livestream or tape-delay Mass, you should take
a close look at the detailed guidelines set forth by the U.S. Bishops at http://www.usccb.org/prayer-and-worship/the-mass/frequently-asked-questions/guidelines-for-televising-the-liturgy.
cfm).
And yet...
And yet, it is not an ideal option for everyone. Here's why:
▶ I'm not sure how possible it is to actively and consciously participate remotely,
through a one-way broadcast to a screen. It's not true dialogue, as hard as we
might try to make it work. Is it still the "work of the people" when we do it
this way?
▶ We are a sacramental people who experience the faith through the physical
world and our senses. We believe the Body of Christ is physically present in the
gathered community, just as Christ is present in the presider, the Word, and the
Eucharist. A picture of the Holy Eucharist is not the same as being in the presence of the Holy Eucharist. Something huge is missing when we can't gather
physically, and I think people feel the difference.
▶ Some do not have the technical capabilities to participate in this way.
▶ It is PARTICULARLY a challenging experience for families.

Why Is Watching Mass On a Screen a Problem for Families?
First of all, think about this from a child's perspective. Mass on a little screen?
Not very exciting! Parents have a hard enough time keeping kids engaged when
physically present. And many kids are used to a more engaging Children's Liturgy
of the Word experience each week.
Beyond this, I have had many, many conversations with pastoral leaders about
how hard it is to "get" families to attend Mass (in-person). Some complain that
even those who have their children in sacramental preparation don't come.
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Those of us who are particularly faithful and committed may be willing to muddle
through and "attend" Mass in this way, but I have doubts that others will. They'll
just skip it and not pray at all.
The Catholics who are on the margins are the ones we need to love and reach out
to the most! We need to engage them and help them discover the spark of their
faith. This is exactly the time when we need to bring them CLOSER to the church.
Think about it this way. There are many parishes around the world who don't
have a priest available on Sunday. We don't have them live stream another parish's liturgy. We have them pray together in another form. And we have a whole
ritual book specifically to support this case.
Now, these are extraordinary times, to say the least. This is not an ideal situation.
But what's the best way to deal with it?
We teach that each family is a domestic church, like a parish in miniature. Parents
have a right and obligation to lead their families in prayer, and this is one of the
best opportunities ever to encourage that. Let's not take that away from them!
Especially in these trying times, don't we want families ACTIVELY praying together, speaking their own intentions, etc.?

Will Parents Really Lead Their Own Service?
Many won't. But we think many will!
We're pretty convinced that more families would pray at home than tune in remotely, as long as we give them GOOD tools to do so.

What Resources Would Make This Work?
There are some great resources that do various aspects of this, but we're not aware
of anything else that puts them together.
▶ It needs to be an ONLINE resource. A book in your office is fairly useless, as
you need to get it in the hands of all your families, who aren't coming to your
parish in the first place.
▶ It needs to be a PRAYER resource. It's great to have families reflect on the
readings, and that's better than nothing. But praying together is completely
different. That is key.
▶ It needs to COACH parents. Most families do not know how to do this, and
are going to be intimidated. We need to make it as easy as possible for them to
follow along and encourage them.
▶ It needs to be AGE-APPROPRIATE. A resource for adults is simply not going to be very engaging to children. That's why we have a Directory for Masses
with Children.
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Worship@Home
We have created a new resource called Worship@Home to address all of the above.
It is based on and inspired by Sunday Celebrations in the Absence of a Priest: Leader's Guide (promulgated by the U.S. Bishops) and the Directory for Masses with
Children (from the Congregation for Divine Worship).
It is FREE resource, but we do ask parishes and/or dioceses to register for a license
and consider making a free will offering in support of our ministry.

How Do I Share This with My People?
It's easy, actually. You just email your people, point them to http://worship.pastoral.
center, and give them a little pep talk. We have provided a banner image for emails,
websites, or social media. We also have created a video to encourage and persuade
families to celebrate their own service. The best time to email is probably on Saturday, so it will be fresh in families' minds.

What You Need From Us?
First, we need your help to spread the word about this resource, to both your
parish families and to other leaders. Time is of the essence, and is moving quickly.
Second, while we are making these pages publicly accessible, we strongly request
that you register for a FREE license (at https://pastoral.center/worship-at-home), before
sharing them with your parish. Why, you ask?
▶ This will allow us to keep you updated as we request your input and develop
additional days. (Like what is Holy Week going to look like... holy smokes,
let's not go there yet!) We're operating by the seat of our pants here, just as you
are. We want to keep you in the loop.
▶ Second, we see this as the first step toward deepening the faith of families. It's
the main focus of our ministry, so we'd like to offer next steps.
▶ Third, we ask that you prayerfully consider the value of this service to your
ministry and consider making even a small free will offering to our ministry
(we can even invoice the parish, if that helps). We are not paid a salary for this
work by any parish or diocese, so products like this pay our bills (and other
ministry sales are largely on hold).
Third, we ask that if you are a diocesan leader that you encourage your individual
parish leaders to register for their own license.
Finally, we request your honest feedback. There are going to be many opinions on
the best way to do things (not that liturgy is ever controversial, right?), so we are
probably not going to be able to make everyone completely happy. But we'd really
love to hear what you think.
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Home Services
While we can't celebrate our own Masses at home (unless you're boarding a priest),
families can certainly pray together.
The official guidelines in Sunday Celebrations in the Absence of a Priest provide Liturgy of the Hours (morning or evening) or a Liturgy of the Word service. Diana
Macalintal is graciously offering free Liturgy of the Hour scripts with instructions
at http://bit.ly/sunday-liturgy-hours. However, families are not bound to these forms.
One problem is that these services may be challenging for families, many of whom
are used to a more age-appropriate Children's Liturgy of the Word service. We are
not aware of options that make it easy for parents to create this kind of experience
in their homes, but are considering if this is something we can create.

Breaking Open the Word
Whether or not families or individuals participate in a Sunday service, they can
reflect together on the Sunday readings.
We have made six of our downloadable lectionary-based resources available for
free through Easter Sunday to make this easier for families, in our Faith@Home
Lectionary eResource Bundle. It includes:
▶ Word of the Week: One-Page Bulletin Inserts with Cartoons, Reflections, and
Questions of the Week • These handouts combine insights on the Sunday readings, a cartoon from The Sunday Flock, and reflection questions. This is a great
general purpose tool for encouraging families to reflect on the readings, and the
cartoon will especially help draw them in.
▶ Breaking Open the Word: A Simple Yet Powerful Two-Page Process • These
handouts offer a helpful structure for reflecting on the Sunday readings, based
on the same reflections found in Word of the Week. It is structured for group
use, with opening and closing prayer and reflection questions.
▶ Bringing Home the Gospel: Reflections and Questions for Busy Parents •
These handouts are designed for busy parents who want to share the faith
with their family and reflect on their spiritual journey. The thoughtful, relevant
reflections are followed by a "personal response" question for parents and a
"Family Response" question for the whole family.
▶ The Hands-On Gospel: Thought-Provoking Demonstrations of the Sunday
Gospels • This resource offers a creative demonstration to accompany the
week’s Gospel reading and kick-off conversation—perfect for parents to lead
Children’s Liturgy of the Word sessions in their own home. The physical experiments and demonstrations will captivate children and focus them on a key
aspect of the Scripture reading. The materials for the first week may be challenging for parents to gather, but the other weeks are easier.
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▶ Mass Transit Cards: Lectionary-based Conversation Starters for Families (English & Spanish) • Each card includes a key quotation from one of the readings, a family-friendly reflection, a one or two-sentence prayer, and a reflection
question. We have included all cards through May 24.
▶ The Gospel Stories of Jesus: A Creative Retelling of the Sunday Gospel Readings (English & Spanish) • In this resource, Deacon Dick Folger retells the
Gospels in a fresh story form—bringing out a full sensory experience—followed by a short reflection.
You can request the free bundle at https://pastoral.center/faith-at-home-bundle.
Fr. James Martin, S.J., offers his own list of options for how to reflect on the readings at home at http://bit.ly/sunday-without-mass.
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 Other Adult Formation
Spiritual Care for Afar
Just as we can serve families by curating activities for them, we can provide spiritual support for adults in our parish.
While we won't go into detail about them here, we have a large number of downloadable eResources for adults, as well. You can browse them all at https://pastoral.
center/eresources.
In particular, you can find:
▶ Lenten downloads: https://pastoral.center/lenten-eresources
▶ All adult formation: https://pastoral.center/eresources-adult-faith-formation
▶ Retreats: https://pastoral.center/eresources-retreat
▶ Small group resources: https://pastoral.center/small-group-eresources

Gathering Online
One particular need for many adults at this time is to keep connected during this
time of isolation. Technology can easily make this possible, and your parishioners
may be eager to make the arrangements for themselves if you suggest it and provide a strong downloadable resource. Participants could gather via Zoom, Facetime, Skype, or other video or audio conferencing tools. Consider how you can
keep community strong across a distance.
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 Serving Others
Loving Our Neighbor
While we are hunkered down in our homes, we shouldn't forget that we are still
called to love our neighbor as we love ourselves. This can be a particular challenge
when authorities are telling us not to leave our homes except when necessary, but
it is not impossible. As leaders, we can invite families to creatively reach out.
Here is a bit of brainstorming to get you started:
▶ Offer to shop or do other jobs for those who are most vulnerable to the virus,
so they don't have to unnecessarily expose themselves. We can also make ourselves available for any other ways that they need help.
▶ Be reasonable in our purchasing decisions so that there will be enough supplies
for everyone.
▶ Help those who work in "essential services" such as medical care with childcare, shopping, or other tasks.
▶ Regularly pray for those who are sick, lonely, isolated, overburdened, and
scared.

Identify Those in Need
Coach your parishioners on how to get in touch with those who need help. You
may also be able to facilitate connections through your parish connections.
▶ Reach out to neighbors in need through neighborhood communities such as
NextDoor, asking them to get in touch with anything they need help with.
▶ The elderly, homebound and, those who are medically vulnerable may all need
help or simply feel isolated and lonely. Find contact information for those who
are visited by eucharistic ministers to the sick and make sure they are called
regularly. You could also reach out through your parish email list for those who
could use help. Perhaps the parish could coordinate a phone tree.
▶ Remind parishioners to call family members who may be alone, even if they
live far away.
▶ Pay attention to any needs from the larger community that your parishioners
could fulfill. Is the local food bank staffed? Are there immediate financial needs
that the parish community could meet?
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 The Road Ahead
It seems that we are at the beginning of an extended period of who-knows-what.
As always, we are called to keep our eyes fixed on Christ. We ask that you be
patient with us as we stumble forward and try to help you through our ministry.
Please also remember the importance of self-care. Be present to your own needs as
you minister to others. Thank you for all that you do to serve the People of God,
the Body of Christ, wherever they may be!
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